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Abstract
This paper explores the potential of blockchain technology to transform the accounting system. Blockchain technology is a distributed data set that records all exchanges in a shared organization, allowing for secure and dispersed transactions without relying on a centralized authority. It identifies challenges such as scalability, flexibility, suitable architecture, and cybersecurity. To fully integrate blockchain into an accounting ecosystem, a consensus between regulators and auditors is needed. The paper also provides an overview of how blockchain can improve information quality, highlighting its decentralization and transparency, which could significantly enhance the accounting system. In view of the discoveries from the overview, both brilliant agreement difficulties and open issues are distinguished to be tended to in additional examinations. At last, we talked about future patterns of shrewd agreements. This study offers educational help to partners intrigued by the exploration of shrewd agreements.
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Introduction
Blockchain technology is a distributed data set that records all exchanges in a shared organization, allowing for secure and dispersed transactions without relying on a centralized authority. It has been used in the creation of digital currencies like
Bitcoin, Ethereum, NXT, and Hyperledger Texture. Blockchain technology also allows for smart contracts (SC), which are executable codes that can be used to automate transactions without a centralized authority. Despite their popularity, blockchain-enabled smart contracts face challenges such as security, legitimacy, and execution issues.

This paper presents a comprehensive review of smart contracts from both technical and usage perspectives, focusing on their development and usage in finance, healthcare, and other fields. The review categorizes studies into two categories: SC improvement and usage, classifies 200 papers from various advanced data sets, identifies challenges and open issues in smart contract research, and discusses future trends in smart contract development and usage. The paper is organized into sections, focusing on blockchain and smart contract advancements, existing surveys, the accepted review technique, advancements in smart contract development, challenges and future trends in the field, and a conclusion.

Background
Blockchain technology is a distributed ledger system that eliminates the need for a single party to maintain shared exchange records. Excavators, or hubs, add new blocks to the blockchain, allowing for secure transactions without a central controller. The first blockchain framework was Bitcoin, which allowed users to move money without a single controller. Since then, several blockchain-based platforms have been proposed, including NXT, Ethereum, and Hyperledger Texture. Smart contracts are a type of agreement between at least two parties that store data, process inputs, and generate outputs. They can be state factors, capabilities, modifiers, events, and designs, and can execute and control significant events and activities. State types include consistent and writable states, while code can read or adjust states. Read-just capabilities do not require gas to run, while compose capabilities require gas. Payment is required to avoid infinite shrewd contract runs.

Stages for Savvy Agreements
Savvy agreements can be created and sent in various blockchain stages (e.g., NXT, Ethereum, and Hyperledger Texture). Contract programming languages, contract code execution, and security levels are just a few of the distinctive features that a number of platforms provide for the creation of smart contracts. A few stages support significant level programming dialects to foster savvy contracts.

Bitcoin is a public blockchain stage that can be utilized to handle digital currency exchanges, yet with an extremely restricted figuring capacity. A stack-based bytecode scripting language is used by Bitcoin. The capacity to make a brilliant agreement with rich rationale utilizing the Bitcoin prearranging language is extremely restricted. Significant changes would should be made to both the mining capabilities and the mining boost plans to empower shrewd agreements appropriate on Bitcoin's blockchain.

NXT is an open-source blockchain stage that depends completely on a proof-of-stake agreement convention. It incorporates a determination of shrewd agreements that are at present living. Be that as it may, it isn't Turing-finished, meaning just the current layouts can be utilized and no customized shrewd agreement can be sent.

As opposed to the public blockchain, for example, Bitcoin and Ethereum that any party can take part in the organization, Hyperledger Texture is permissioned with just an assortment of business-related associations can participate through an enrollment specialist co-op, and its organization is developed from the friends whose are claimed and contributed by those associations. Hyperledger Texture is an open-source undertaking grade dispersed record innovation stage, proposed by IBM and upholds shrewd agreements. It offers particularity and flexibility for a wide arrangement of industry use cases. The secluded design for Hyperledger Texture obliges the variety of big business use cases through attachment and play parts.

Ethereum and Hyperledger Texture brilliant agreements vary in different perspectives. Hyperledger Fabric supports multi-language smart contracts, including Go, Java, and Javascript, despite the fact that Ethereum smart contracts are written in Solidity, a well-known programming language. For contract code execution, the agreement code in Ethereum is remembered for an exchange, which is engendered in the shared organization, and any excavator that gets this exchange can execute it in
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its nearby virtual machine]. In Hyperledger Texture, when an exchange is made by the application, the exchange is just executed and endorsed by determined peers (underwriting peers). In the wake of getting the application's exchange proposition, every one of these supporting companions freely executes it by conjuring the chain-code to which the exchange alludes. Chaincode runs isolated within a container environment, such as Docker, for security reasons.

Review of Literature

Patatoukas, P. N. (2021). Blockchain, the innovation behind computerized money, is a decentralized, disseminated record that records exchanges in advanced resources. By verifying and recording changeless exchanges, decentralized blockchains carry out the very role as numerous delegates in our general public that lay out trust and keep up with respectability between executing parties. It is essential for accountants to acquire knowledge of blockchain technology, including its advantages and disadvantages, as well as its potential applications in accounting functions, business operations, and financial services. This section investigates uses of blockchain innovation in finance, evaluating, monetary detailing, and production network. We initially talk about the order, attributes, and issuance of cryptoassets and the developing administrative climate. Then, at that point, we address possible imaginative purposes of blockchain in examining and monetary revealing, remembering the constraints of its application. At long last, we investigate how blockchain innovation can improve correspondence and trust between associations in a store network or in contracting connections.

Deliu, D. (2020). The importance of the review calling (overall) and the nature of the review (specifically) in a quickly impacting business world, discovers that specialists, controlling specialists and scholastics ought to be educated about the new mechanical improvements that can possibly upset the business biological systems and, subsequently, the review environment. The purpose of this paper is to provide a critical observation on how these changes would affect the soundness and effectiveness of audit reporting by attempting to formulate an objective perception of reality in a rational, structured, and positivist manner. It also tries to examine the current debates regarding the new digital age to identify both the advantages and the weaknesses or fundamental deficiencies of the elements of the Blockchain technology. Review calling requirements to embrace and "lean" toward both the valuable open doors and difficulties produced by an enormous scope reception of Blockchain. Examiners are urged to screen the development of Blockchain innovation since they have the potential chance to develop, learn and gain by the demonstrated capacity to adjust to the necessities of a quickly influencing business world. Moving toward a 4.0/continuous audit/hybrid audit model that incorporates blockchain-like intelligent Smart Audit Procedures will allow for improved audit quality and better response to stakeholders' informational requirements.

Bani-Hani, A. (2021). A new crypto-economy has emerged as a result of the rapid advancement of blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies over the past few years. Then, the appearance of smart contracts, which are computer protocols that are made to automatically facilitate, verify, and enforce the negotiation and agreement between multiple parties who are not trustworthy, has led to the development of next-generation decentralized applications that do not involve a trusted third party. Notwithstanding the splendid side of shrewd agreements, a few worries keep on sabotaging their reception, like security dangers, weaknesses, and lawful issues. In this paper, we present a complete review of blockchain-empowered brilliant agreements from both specialized and use perspectives. To do as such, we present a scientific categorization of existing blockchain-empowered savvy contract arrangements, classify the included examination papers, and talk about the current brilliant agreement based investigations. In light of the discoveries from the review, we distinguish a bunch of difficulties and open issues that should be tended to in later examinations. At long last, we recognize future patterns.

Research Methodology and Solution Taxonomy

We describe below the adopted research methodology, such as the search strategy, filtering process, and inclusion and exclusion criteria. Besides, we present the solution taxonomy used to categorize the final set of included papers. A systematic literature review using databases ScienceDirect, IEEEXplore, and ACM Digital Library revealed 523 publications in the first phase, with Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b showing percentages and preliminary studies.
The review filtered primary studies using inclusion and exclusion criteria, excluding duplicate publications, surveys, and literature reviews. The criteria were based on title, abstract, and keyword list, ensuring only relevant papers were included.

Discussion
We discuss below the study results and present challenges and future development trends in smart contract research. As an emerging technology, smart contracts currently face many challenges, such as legal, reliance on "off-chain" resources, immutability, scalability, and consensus mechanism issues. Consensus mechanisms in blockchain networks maintain security, scalability, and decentralization. Existing algorithms like Proof-of-Work and Proof-of-Stake are used, but they waste resources. Organizations are shifting to newer mechanisms like proof-of-activity and delegated proof-of-stake for improved quality.

Conclusion
The decentralization, auto-upholding capacity, and obviousness qualities of brilliant agreements empower their encoded business rules to be executed in a shared organization, where every hub is "equivalent" and none has any exceptional authority without the contribution of a confided in power or a focal server. Hence, brilliant agreements are supposed to change numerous conventional enterprises, for example, monetary, medical care, energy, and so on. In this paper, we introduced a far reaching study of blockchain-empowered savvy contracts from both specialized and utilization perspectives. In this way, we presented a scientific classification of existing blockchain-empowered shrewd agreement arrangements, sorted the included examination papers, and examined the current brilliant agreement based examinations. In view of the discoveries from the overview, both brilliant agreement difficulties and open issues are distinguished to be tended to in additional examinations. At last, we talked about future patterns of shrewd agreements. This study offers educational help to partners intrigued by the exploration of shrewd agreements.
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